You can also discover the local places where nature helps us.
Barátság Park

In this nearly 29 000 m² shaded park you can run, play football, basketball, ping-pong, or even invite your friends for a pétanque party. Then if you still have energy left, you can try the outdoor gym.

Did you know? The park was built by thousands of young Győr volunteers in 1974 to provide a space for sports in the neighborhood.

Püspök Forest

In this beautiful forest, the relaxed can take huge walks, the curious can discover the interpretive trails, the hungry can use the outdoor fire pits and those craving excitement can have fun in the adventure park.

Before you go, check out the “blogging oak”: http://tolgyfa.blog.hu

Did you know? The city’s first zoo was located here but it was closed down after the 1966 flood. To shorten the winding Moson-Danube, in 1980 the forest was cut through to create a new riverbed.

Local lakes

In the lake of Adyvaros you can spot the beautiful black swans. If you are lucky, you may even hear their unique bugle-like sound.

Did you know? The local lakes were originally built in the 1970s to collect the rainwater of the surrounding neighborhoods.

Bercsényi Grove

In this old riverbed you can try the kid’s traffic park, you can play football – and when you get tired you can also have a picnic.

Did you know? This grove was previously the bed of the Rákca River, and divided the Ujvaros district from the island.

The Rákca river was diverted in 1906, and has run it’s new watercourse since then.

Danube riverbank

You can swim in the Danube, thanks to the excellent water quality, and on the riverbank you can roller skate or take huge walks. If you are lucky you can hook bream, mullet, carp, pike or even catfish.

Did you know? In the city center, there used to be a busy railway port on the Rába riverbank.

On the Moson-Danube there was shipping to Győr until the 1980s.